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Abstract

This thesis explains the process of two researchers conducting a formal analysis of the
graphical user interfaces (GUIs), specifically the heads-up displays (HUDs), of the main
entries of the two game series The Elder Scrolls (1994 - 2011) and Deus Ex (2000 - 2011).
The goal: to see how the evolution of their HUDs over time compare and to analyse them.
After playing the games and taking notes about their HUDs, the researchers find that there is a
common trend between the two series. The HUDs become more simplified over time, with
some non-critical elements of the HUD being removed. They also become more precise at
instructing and informing players about how to play the games. While similar additions and
changes are made, the timing is different and the researchers conclude that further research is
necessary in order to decide if the observed pattern of HUD evolution is unique to the two
series or can hold up as a framework for a larger selection of games. As is, this thesis presents
the patterns and trends within the heads-up display design of the observed games as well as a
library of the observed games’ GUI elements, that future GUI designers and researchers can
use to be made aware of past design decisions and revisions that has been common
throughout several other games within the genre.



Denna kandidatuppsats går igenom undersökningen utav heads-up displays (Förkortas till
HUD, uttalas “hadd”) som en del av de grafiska användargränssnitten tillhörande spelserierna
The Elder Scrolls (1994-2011) och Deus Ex (2000-2011). Målet var att se till hur dessa
utvecklades med tidens gång. Efter att data hade samlats in från spelen kom författarna fram
till att det fanns en gemensam trend för hur HUDar i de två spelserierna utvecklades. Dessa
HUDar hade blivit simplifierade med tiden, där icke-kritiska element försvann. De hade också
blivit bättre på att instruera och informera spelare i hur de spelar spelen. Samtidigt som
liknande tillägg och förändringar skedde för båda spelserierna så skiljde sig tidpunkten för när
detta skedde. Författarna kom till slutsatsen att mer forskning är nödvändigt för att det ska
kunna fastslås huruvida det observerade mönstret är unikt till de observerade spelserierna
eller kan appliceras på andra spelserier också. Denna kandidatuppsats presenterar de mönster,
designtrender, samt ett bibliotek av de komponenter, som funnits i datorspelens HUDar och
kan användas av gränssnittsdesigners och forskare för att få insikt om tidigare designval och
förändringar som har blivit vanligt förekommande genom flera andra spel av samma genre.

Key words: Computer games, The Elder Scrolls, Deus Ex, graphical user interface (GUI),
heads-up-display (HUD)
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1 Introduction

When looking at game series that share similar gameplay loops (in this case, games based
around leveling, questing, upgrading equipment in a first-person, 3-D environment), the
graphical user interfaces (referred to as GUI from here on, pronounced “gooey”) all share
common themes in terms of relaying information to the player. Important to note are the
different ways all of the entries convey the same information (number of arrows left in your
quiver, hitpoints, stamina etc). The main goal of a GUI is to convey information to the player
as efficiently as possible. The better the player understands what a UI element represents the
better the interface (Jørgensen, K. 2014).

Our goal is to compare how the heads-up displays (referred to as HUD from here on,
pronounced “hudd”) of two similar game series change over time with new entries (for
reasons which are explained in the next paragraph). In this case we have chosen The Elder
Scrolls series (The Elder Scrolls: Arena (Bethesda Softworks, 1994); The Elder Scrolls II:
Daggerfall (Bethesda Softworks, 1996); The Elder Scrolls III: Morrowind (Bethesda Game
Studios, 2002); The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion (Bethesda Game Studios, 2006); and The Elder
Scrolls V: Skyrim (Bethesda Game Studios, 2011)) and the Deus Ex series (Deus Ex (Ion
Storm, 2000); Deus Ex: Invisible War (Ion Storm, 2003); and Deus Ex: Human Revolution
(Eidos Montréal, 2011)). We choose these series due to them sharing similar gameplay loops
of questing in an open world (Role playing games). Since open world games have the task of
guiding players through their worlds with the use of their HUDs, we believe them to be an
interesting choice for this thesis.

As we have not found any previous work of this kind, we want to analyse the HUDs in The
Elder Scrolls and Deus Ex series in order to provide a library containing the evolution,
addition or removal of GUI elements. We show that the design from one game to another has
changed to relay certain information more precisely to the player while also toning down on
information that is not necessary for the time it is displayed (Players only ever need to know
how many arrows they have in their quiver when they use their bow). We believe that this is
an interesting case study for designers and researchers of how the HUDs of two similar game
series evolve over time. Are there any present trends in the changes they undergo? What is
added? What is removed?

1.1 Research question

How does the evolution of HUDs of two different game series with roughly the same release
dates and gameplay loops compare?
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2 Background

2.1 The Elder Scrolls

Fig 1. Timeline of the mainline releases in the Elder Scrolls series.

The Elder Scrolls is a long running video game franchise which started with the release of The
Elder Scrolls: Arena (Bethesda Softworks, 1994), a first-person, open world role-playing
game for the MS-DOS operating system. Since then, many games have been released in the
franchise: The Elder Scrolls II: Daggerfall (Bethesda Softworks, 1996), The Elder Scrolls III:
Morrowind (Bethesda Game Studios, 2002), The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion (Bethesda Game
Studios, 2006) and The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim (Bethesda Game Studios, 2011) (see figure 1).
All games will be referred to by their subtitle (i.e. “Daggerfall” or “Skyrim”) from this point.

These games let players explore the continent of Tamriel during different in-game time
periods (while some are set closer to each other, Skyrim is set 200 years after the previous
entry, Oblivion) from the first-person perspective of a custom player character. Players also
have access to a multitude of skills that govern different player actions in the games, such as
using melee and ranged weaponry, stealth and spellcasting as well as the ability to craft and/or
enhance equipment and spells. On their adventures, players may also collect items like
weapons and armour to assist them in their travels. From time to time players will be given
quests by the games’ non-player characters (NPCs) that have them do different tasks to
continue the given quest’s storyline. The NPCs tell the player where the objectives are and the
game shows through journal entries and/or on a map where they should go.
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Worth noting is that we are choosing to not look at any spin-off titles (e.g. An Elder Scrolls
Legend: Battlespire (Bethesda Softworks, 1997), The Elder Scrolls Adventures: Redguard
(Bethesda Softworks, 1998), The Elder Scrolls Online (ZeniMax Online Studios, 2014), and
The Elder Scrolls: Legends (Dire Wolf Digital & Sparkypants Studios, 2017)) as these differ
from the main five games to different degrees because they aim to use the setting of The Elder
Scrolls for different game genres (e.g. card games and third-person adventures) as well as
having different features (e.g. online elements and/or lack of an open world).

2.2 Deus Ex

Fig 2. Timeline of the mainline releases in the Deus Ex series. Note that Mankind Divided is not listed as it
is not relevant to this thesis.

The Deus Ex series of games began with the release of Deus Ex (Ion Storm, 2000) and has
seen three major follow-up releases since then, namely Deus Ex: Invisible War (Ion Storm,
2003), Deus Ex: Human Revolution (Eidos Montréal, 2011) and Deus Ex: Mankind Divided
(Eidos Montréal, 2016) (see figure 2). From this point onwards, Deus Ex refers to the original
game, while the rest will be referred to by their subtitle. The Deus Ex series is referred to only
when mentioned as a series; it should otherwise be assumed that we are referring to the
original game. As we are comparing the evolution of this series to that of The Elder Scrolls,
we have chosen to only look at the games leading up to Human Revolution as Mankind
Divided was released five years after Skyrim and could therefore arguably feature HUD
design and innovations that could also exist in a hypothetical, contemporary The Elder Scrolls
title.

The series is set in a dystopic near-future vision of the real-world and follows technologically
augmented agents as they uncover conspiratorial secrets about society. The games are played
from a first-person perspective and let players explore open urban environments. They may
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also complete their objectives in many different ways, usually based around which weapons
and cybernetic abilities they have built their character around.

The Deus Ex series features some spin-offs that we are not going to look at. Deus Ex: The
Fall (N-Fusion Interactive, 2013) is a mobile spin-off which, while similar in many aspects to
Human Revolution, is built around a monetised storefront connected to the player characters
inventory as well as a limited traversal system. Deus Ex Go (Square Enix Montréal, 2016)
follows the same design format used in Hitman Go (Square Enix Montréal, 2014) and Lara
Croft Go (Square Enix Montréal, 2015) rather than the systems found in the Deus Ex series.
Deus Ex: Breach (Eidos Montréal, 2016) was originally a separate mode in Mankind Divided,
but was later rereleased as a separate game. Much like The Fall, this one is also heavily
monetised. It is also built around a very different gameplay loop, where players are tasked
with completing challenges such as gathering data and defeating enemies in a fictional VR
setting used by hackers, rather than exploring open-ended cityscapes.

2.3 Graphical user interface

As we are looking at a subsection of GUI in games, it is important to define what the term
refers to. GUI refers to a “user interface that includes graphical elements, such as windows,
icons and buttons” (Christensson, 2006). The term came into use during the 1970s when
graphical interfaces needed to be distinguished from text-based ones, such as command line
interfaces; today most digital interfaces are GUIs. In this case the user is a player and the
information they need relates to the game they are playing. Examples include players needing
to know how much money they have in their pocket or in what direction they are currently
facing.

2.3.1 GUI elements

As we want to analyse HUDs (a subsection of GUI) of a selection of games, we must have a
way of identifying aspects of the HUDs and categorising them. The UI elements of
first-person shooter games can be divided into several categories (Fagerholt & Lorentzon,
2009). While The Elder Scrolls games are not first-person shooters, they are
three-dimensional games played from a first-person (and sometimes, optional third-person)
perspective and contain the types of UI listed above to some extent. The Deus Ex games are
closer to traditional first-person shooter games. Ultimately, both series are first-person games
where players may use projectile- and melee-based weaponry, which is why we decided to use
the GUI elements mentioned below for this thesis. The GUI elements are:

● Non-diegetic elements

A non-fictional graphical overlay that is superimposed on top of the geometric
game space and is not acknowledged by the players’ in-game avatar.
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● Meta-perception

Elements that aim to communicate information via the player avatar’s internal
perception.

● Diegetic elements

Elements that provide information to both the player and their in-game avatar.

Some elements exist in relation to the three-dimensional world that the player character exists
within and traverses (geometrical game space):

● Meta-representations

Elements that exist outside of the geometrical game space while portraying one
of its fictional aspects.

● Geometric elements

Non-fictional elements that exist within the geometrical game space.

● Signifiers

A subcategory of diegetic elements which convey information related to the
signifier.

This is relevant for our research as it helps us identify and focus on what kind of GUI
elements we want to observe (see subsection 2.3.2). It is worth noting that diegetic elements
can be part of the geometrical game space, but may also not be depending on the element. A
HUD which exists within a fictional world and is used by both players and the game’s
character, such as a science-fiction type helmet, would be considered diegetic even though it
is also an overlaid element on the screen, such as a non-diegetic element.

2.3.2 Heads-up display

In a computer game, the HUD “is the display area where players can see their character’s vital
statistics”. Examples include the visual representation of attributes, ammunition, etc. As it is
the focus of this thesis, it is relevant for us to define it. Using the GUI elements defined
previously, HUDs can be seen as made up of either diegetic, geometrical or non-diegetic
elements depending on the setting and world of the game in question. While these GUI
elements are hence the focus of this thesis, we will refer to other types when they are
connected to the evolution of a heads-up display.
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2.3.3 Affordances

Cardona-Rivera & Young (2014) note how Skyrim uses an overlaid textual element to
emphasise that the player has discovered a new location as an example of affordances, a
framework that Norman (1999) defines as a specification of the range of possible activities.
He identifies perceived affordances (those that the user believes to exist) and real affordances
(those that do exist). “Feedback” is the “perceptual information used [by games] to advertise
the real affordance in the hopes of eliciting an accurate perceived affordance”
(Cardona-Rivera & Young, 2014, p.4).

By looking at what affordances are presented in a game’s HUD elements, we can analyse and
compare with other games how their HUDs present these as well as feedback to reinforce real
affordances. How affordances present themselves and evolve over time is also of interest.

2.3.4 Emphatic information

Emphatic information is a type of visual information represented by non-fictional elements
that emphasise aspects of the game system. Exclamation markers that show where quests in
games are located is one example. Removing a piece of emphatic information does not affect
the game system at all, as it is only there to represent it visually (Jørgensen, 2014). Other
examples of emphatic information include health bars and mana pools, as they emphasise
important information that needs to be accessible to the player at all times.

This is relevant for this thesis, as we will be able to identify whether elements are examples of
emphatic information or not, as well as how the use of such GUI elements evolve over time
throughout an observed series.

2.3.5 Simplification

Wilson (2006) talks about how HUD design has simplified over the years as games became
more popular. This was to make every game more accessible and less intimidating for new
players. Immersion comes from putting what is usually placed in the HUD and
communicating that information through the gameplay instead. Another cause for simplifying
HUD design is when elements are featured because they are generally accepted design
principles but would not affect a player’s experience where they are to be removed (Wilson,
2006). In comparison to transparent interfaces, defined by Jørgensen (2014) as interfaces that
are simplified for the sake of removing superimposed GUI elements at the risk of not
replacing these with new elements in the geometrical game space, the kind of method Wilson
writes about is not at risk of removing or hiding necessary information as the importance of
each HUD element is considered before removal.

When comparing the different entries in The Elder Scroll or Deus Ex series we want to be able
to note if their HUDs have been simplified over time. If that turns out to be the case, we can
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attempt to identify the reason for the simplification, as well as if it has been done to the point
of transparency.

2.4 Formal analysis

Formal analysis is a field-independent form of research “where an artifact and its specific
elements are examined closely, and the relations of the elements are described in detail”
(Björk & Lankoski, 2016, p.23). Rather than testing a player’s experience with a game, a
formal analysis is focused on the artifact itself irrelevant of context. If available and
applicable, rulebooks may be referred to when doing a formal analysis of a game. It is
important to play a game for a prolonged period of time, attempting different strategies in
order to “[understand] the qualities of and relations between [elements]” in order to “[push]
the system [into revealing] how it behaves” (Björk & Lankoski, 2016, pp.26-27). This is
mirrored by Consalvo & Dutton (2006) as they claim that simply playing games is not enough
and that play “must be augmented by careful analysis of the various components of the game
itself.”

Björk & Lankoski also point out how games can be compared to see how they differ from
each other as well as how the concepts of reliability and validity describe the quality of formal
analysis.

Descriptions should be rich to the point where others can “understand how the researcher
[came] to the conclusions” (Björk & Lankoski, 2016, p.27). The vocabulary used in the
formal analysis should also be checked against the definitions provided earlier. Finally, Björk
& Lankoski note that other researchers should examine writings for any inconsistencies. For
this thesis, this manifested itself as us validating each other’s notes and writings.

While other research methods for games exist, such as doing in-depth or focus group
interviews, we believe formal analysis to be a good fit for this thesis as we simply want to
observe what GUI elements exist in the chosen games as well as how they present themselves.
Compare this to, as an example, in-depth interviews, which is an approach that is more
interested with the detailed accounts of one or more players’ experience with a game over its
observable components. Interviews are thus better at documenting user experience compared
to formal analysis. However, as this thesis focuses more on the actual content of the game
rather than a user's experience with said game, it is therefore more relevant to make use of
formal analysis rather than interviews.

2.5 Interface study

Consalvo & Dutton (2006) write that the important aspects of a game interface from the
perspective of researchers are the information and choices presented to the player, as well as
those that are not. By looking beyond aspects of visual design and “ease of use”, researchers
can define a player’s freedom to act within the game using the options presented to them. In
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certain cases, some options are only made available through exploration of in-game
mechanics which in turn reveal more information that previously was not shown. In Consalvo
& Dutton’s case they talk about how the love mechanic in The Sims (Maxis EA, 2000) is
presented to the player: when speaking with other sims for the first time you are only shown
to be able to do only basic actions with the other sim like talk about weather, play games or
gossip. If one sim interacts enough with another, the player is then shown flirt options when
conversing with the sim and in the end be able to perform love actions. Since it is possible for
same-sex relationships, the information about same-sex relationships let alone relationships
overall isn’t shown to the player until the player has completed some prerequisite for it to
show.

In terms of our research it means that certain information that is revealed through actions in
the game could be missed or harder to notice if they in turn affect the information the HUD
provides. A way of alleviating this is by using a game’s manual or rulebook (when applicable)
to see what GUI elements are available in the game so that we can be sure that we have
observed the entirety of a game’s HUD (Björk & Lankoski, 2016).
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3 Methodology

3.1 Reflection

For this thesis, we chose to do a form of formal analysis, based on Björk & Lankoski’s (2016)
writings on the subject. While they write of a more general analysis of entire games, we were
specifically looking at the HUDs of The Elder Scrolls and Deus Ex games (leading up to
2011) in order to analyse them separately, looking at the relationship between GUI elements
as well as how they present themselves, and then comparing them to see how the series’ HUD
implementations had evolved over time. This was sufficient enough to answer our research
question, which was interested in how the series HUDs had evolved and how all
implementations compared to each other in order to see if each series’ HUD evolution was
similar or not. By answering this question, we would be able to provide a documentation of
different trends and patterns throughout the observed games, as well as a library of the games’
GUI elements (which were either part of the HUD or related to the evolution of the HUD)
with a visual representation of how they evolved over time, which could be useful for
designers in need of documentation when designing their HUDs. Researchers would also be
able to utilise our answer, by applying it to more games to see if the evolutionary trends are
similar on a broader range of games. While the majority of the used method was based on the
definition of formal analysis by Björk & Lankoski (2016), we are also basing part of it on an
article by Consalvo & Dutton (2006) where one of the sections describe aspects of interfaces
which are interesting to researchers, specifically what choices exist within the interfaces, such
as when, and in what order, certain options are presented within menus.

3.2 Procedure

We played one game per day, with one of us playing while the other one was responsible for
note taking. We played one series before the other, looking at the games in the order of their
release, as we wanted to compare and observe the development of each series. We would start
a “new game” in the title we were observing, playing for about 4-5 hours trying to note down
all GUI elements that met our criteria (non-diegetic and diegetic elements, as well as any
related to the evolution of these elements). If we had personal save files for a specific game,
we would use these to find elements that we knew would not be featured until later in the
game. We would also play the games on the easiest difficulty levels available, using console
commands and cheat codes in order to progress through a game faster in order to reach GUI
elements. When applicable, we would refer to a game’s rulebook or manual after play to see if
we had missed any important GUI elements. Based on what was written by Björk & Lankoski
(2016) concerning the use of rulebooks, this would allow us to have a better grasp of what the
game was trying to convey with its interface minimising the risk of missing any vital
components during play. The reason we left this for the end of the process was that we wanted
to use manuals as a reference if there was something that we missed, rather than as a complete
guide of all GUI elements. As we played each game, we would also keep a list of elements we
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knew we had missed or failed to notice in the previously played games. This list was then
referred to in a final day of data gathering, where we replayed each game that was relevant,
looking for any elements we had written on the list. It is also worth noting that once we had
looked at The Elder Scrolls and were going to look at the Deus Ex games we did not limit
ourselves to the kind of GUI element designs found in the former. We also observed new
designs and concepts that were not present in any of the Elder Scrolls games.

3.3 Limitations

The fact that we are only two researchers affects the scope of our thesis as it relates to our
research question. Our goal was to look at HUDs specifically, which could be identified as
non-diegetic elements. Besides any cases where the HUDs were diegetic, we would refrain
from observing this type of element since it would be dealing with the geometrical game
space as well as any existing signifiers, not the HUD of the game. Our choice to focus on
HUDs also means that we disregard any diegetic elements that were specifically made to
complement certain non-diegetic elements, For example: In a game without any form of quest
marker (see section 4.1.3) the players would have to rely on their map and what they can find
in their surroundings like signs or landmarks. In this case, we would only look at the map, not
the signs nor any comparisons or synergies between the two. We did not put any focus on
meta-representations, as these were separate graphical representations of objects that existed
within the games’ geometrical game spaces. Meta-perceptual elements were only looked at
when they were tied to the evolution of a non-diegetic element, such as the visual
representation of health. Because of this focus on the games’ HUD design, this thesis is
limited to making statements about the HUDs of the observed games and their evolution, not
the broader GUI design of the games.

Finally, it is also worth mentioning that there is a probability that we have not found every
single GUI element in each game that was observed. One could argue that any elements that
did not present themselves after many hours of play and observation are not fundamental to
the game’s overall HUD design.
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4 Results and discussion

In this section, data collected from the two observed series of games (see figure 3). The Elder
Scrolls will be presented firstly. Data from Deus Ex secondly. They will be referenced when
relevant to the discussion, which starts once all results have been presented. The results have
been divided into eight categories which are looked at in the following two subsections:

● Navigation

How the HUD assists players in navigating the geometrical game space
through the use of visual guidance, such as compasses and minimaps.

● Tutorials

Shows instructions to the player via non-diegetic pop ups or menus

● Quest markers

Marks out which way the players should go on their map. In these instances it
is directly tied to where the quests want the players to go.

● Cursor- and move based interfaces (The Elder Scrolls only)

How players interact with a game’s HUD and are told or not told about their
possible range of actions, i.e. affordances.

● Contextual action indication

The use of text or icons by a game to tell players which contextual action will
be performed when an input is performed by them.

● Weapon status indication

Shows what items the players have equipped as well as information relating to
said items (Ammunition, durability etc).

● Attribute Bars

The visual representation of the player character's statistics, such as health,
stamina and/or oxygen levels.

● Active Effects

Indicators that show the players what abilities they have active and for how
long (Protection spells, Rebreathers).
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Fig 3. A complete timeline of mainline games released in both observed series.

4.1 The Elder Scrolls

The following results in each subsection are the outliers of each separate GUI element that all
differ from one entry to the next. Outliers in this case refer to the HUD elements that differed
the most. While there were certain elements that are not brought up in the results section that
also did differ, they were cut for the reason that the differences were barely noticeable or that
it had no correlation to future entries or entries in the other series (Deus Ex).

4.1.1 Navigation

The vast majority of the games in The Elder Scrolls series use some form of a visual compass
to help the player navigate the game space, except for Morrowind where a static minimap is
used instead (see figure 4). This map depicts the game’s local area map with entry and exit
points. Because the minimap does not rotate with the player, instead rotating the arrow on the
map which represents the player character and the direction they are turned towards, it also, in
a sense, functions as a compass.
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Fig 4. Minimap from Morrowind. Note the square icons which represent entrances.

However, the compasses that are used in the other games also differ to certain degrees. In
Arena, the compass is placed at the centre-top of the screen and depicted as a scrolling wheel
with the cardinal direction marked out using their corresponding letters while intercardinal
and secondary intercardinal directions are shown using lines. The image of the creature biting
the compass also creates a small arrowhead in the bottom, showing in which exact direction
the player is facing. (see figure 5).

Fig 5. Compass as seen in Arena.

A slightly altered and simplified version of this compass is found in Daggerfall, though it
appears when using the optional view-based interface (see subsection 4.1.4) as well as the
game’s three-dimensional dungeon automap (see figure 7). For the default interface, another
compass design is used (see figure 6). This is a more traditional compass as seen from above
with a compass rose, featuring the four cardinal and four intercardinal directions as blue
arrows that point outwards (though without featuring any letters as seen in the previously
mentioned scroll wheels). Finally, a rotating arrow is used to indicate which direction the
player is facing.

Fig 6. The compass used for the default interface of Daggerfall.
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Fig 7. The compass used for the dungeon automap and alternate interface in Daggerfall.

After its hiatus in Morrowind, the scroll wheel compass can once again be found in Oblivion
though with added features compared to the compass designs featured in Daggerfall (see
figure 8-10). Oblivion adds icons of discovered and undiscovered locations which are nearby
so that the player can easily know where they might find a specific location or discover a new
one. The closer a quest objective or location is to the player, the more opaque the icons will
be. Oblivion also added the feature of quest markers to the compass (see subsection 4.1.3).

Fig 8. The compass as seen in Oblivion. Note the red quest marker that sits to the left of the undiscovered
location icon.

Fig 9. Note the green quest marker in the middle of the compass. Also to note; once a location has been
discovered, the colours of a location icon are inverted (save for the icon’s border).

Fig 10. The closer the players are to a location, the more opaque the location icon will be.

The compass design featured in Skyrim has carried on most, if not all, of the design features
from the compass in Oblivion (see figure 11). However, it has returned to the same placement
in the HUD as the compass in Arena and is slightly wider than any of the previous compasses.
It is also used to emphasise certain status information to the player (see subsection 4.1.5).
This compass design has also dropped any markings that allude to the intercardinal and
secondary intercardinal directions, as well as changed how the quest markers and icons fit
onto the compass, as they can now cover the letters that mark the cardinal directions. An
addition made to the compass in Skyrim is the use of red dots to show where hostile NPCs are
located in relation to the player character.
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Fig 11. The compass from Skyrim. It features a quest marker and two location markers, one for an
undiscovered location and one for a discovered one. Note the lack of marked out intercardinal and
secondary intercardinal directions.

4.1.2 Tutorials, tooltips and instructions

Throughout the series lifespan, the games have had different methods of communicating
information about their rules via the HUD, if at all. Arena does not feature any thorough
explanations for many of its rules and resorts to short dialogue boxes when it wants to hint at
something (see figure 12 and 13).

Fig 12. Text shown after choosing the character’s race in Arena. At the end it hints at the character’s
innate skills, but it does not say how this will manifest itself in gameplay.

Fig 13. Text shown after the window in Fig 12. It hints at how the players should allocate their skill points
in the following section of character creation.

Daggerfall is in many ways similar in its approach to tutoring the player as Arena. However,
it also features a help feature in its “custom character class” which attempts to explain the
rules of the game, such as what “skills” are (see figure 14) though it does not give the player
any information about specific skills and what they do.
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Fig 14. A help window as seen in the custom character class section of Daggerfall.

Daggerfall also happens to be the first game to utilise instruction messages that appear
overlaid on the players’ HUD when they have started playing after the character creation
section (see figure 15 and 16). These will give the players suggestions about what to do in the
beginning as part of a tutorial with step-by-step walkthroughs of these suggested actions. The
players are also given the option of not getting the messages from the start or stopping them
from appearing later on should they want to do so.

Fig 15. Before they are given control of their character in Daggerfall, players are asked if they want to use
the game’s tutorial at the beginning of the game.
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Fig 16. An overlaid instruction message in Daggerfall. This message is shown when players have left the
tutorial dungeon, Privateer’s Hold, and are ready to travel the game’s world.

The instruction messages from Daggerfall also make an appearance in Morrowind, but the
players do not have the option of disabling them (see figure 17). Variants of the instruction
message also make appearances in Oblivion and Skyrim, though the format changes slightly
from game to game. In Oblivion, the messages are very similar in their content to those in
Daggerfall but exist within the game as a quest that players follow until they are given the
first quest of the main storyline (see figure 18). The messages in Skyrim are not contextualised
as quests and are similar to those that appeared in Morrowind, except for the fact that they
now feature titles at the top of the window (see figure 19).

Fig 17. An example of an instruction message in Morrowind. Note that there is no option for the players to
opt out of getting the messages.
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Fig 18. An example of an instruction message (in the form of a quest update) in Oblivion. Similar to the
format used for Morrowind, save for information about the in-game date which is used for quests in the
game.

Fig 19. An example of an instruction message in Skyrim. Note that the message in question has a title
(“Lockpicking”) to show what subject it is about.

Skyrim also features another form of instruction messages as part of its tutorialised intro,
unlike the ones shown previously in this text, that appear overlaid on the screen as text
without pausing the game for players, allowing them to continue playing while the
information is displayed in the centre of the screen.

Fig 20. An example of the alternate messages in Skyrim.

Fig 21. Another example of the kind of message seen in figure 20.

Morrowind introduces tooltips which allow players to gain information about the game’s rules
by hovering with their mouse on many elements in the menus (see figure 22-23). Compared to
the character creation of Arena and Daggerfall, this also means that players can gain
information about the player character’s special powers, attributes, and skills within the game
while creating their character. After leaving character creation, players can still use this
function to get explanations for game concepts that appear in the HUD.
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Fig 22. In Morrowind, players can hover with their cursor over one of their character’s special abilities
(which they gained because of their choice of character race) in order to show a tooltip describing what
that ability does in the game.

Fig 23. Players can do the same action as in figure 22 when choosing their character class if they want to
know what a skill does in the game.

The menus in Oblivion do not contain tooltips of the same style as Morrowind. Instead, when
the players are hovering over an element in the menus with the cursor, a new window will
fold out from the right side of the menu window (see figure 24-25). Most of this information
is also available to players when they are creating their character, but like in earlier games like
Daggerfall, this information seems to be momentarily exclusive to players only when they are
creating their own class.
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Fig 24. By hovering over the health bar in the info tab of the character menu, the player is given
information from the fold out window at the top-right about the element.

Fig 25. When a player hovers over a skill in the skill tab of the character menu, the fold out window-style
tooltip contains information about the skill.

Skyrim does not feature tooltips and will always display information relevant to the selected
element or object in the menus. When an item or a spell has been selected in their respective
menu, information about that item or spell is shown in a window next to the menu (see figure
26). Information about skills is shown below a chosen skill when in the skill menu (see figure
27). What is not shown, however, is information about the player character’s attributes as in
Morrowind and Oblivion.
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Fig 26. In the magic menu of Skyrim, the player has selected a shout. To the left of the menu is a small info
window containing information about that shout. This is the closest analogue to the tooltips of previous
games.

Fig 27. When in the skill menu, a description of the chosen skill is depicted beneath the skill. Note that
there is no way for players to get similar information about their race at the top or the attributes in the
bottom of the screen.

Skyrim also happens to be the first game in The Elder Scrolls series for the personal computer
to show input instructions contextually, such as when the player may interact with an object or
non-player character (see figure 28) or is within one of the game’s menus (see figure 29).
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Fig 28. While standing in front of an iron sword in Skyrim, the player is instructed by the game that they
must press the “E” key to take the sword.

Fig 29. In the magic menu of Skyrim, the player is given input instructions in the bottom-left corner of the
screen.

4.1.3 Quest markers

In the first three games, objectives and quests locations were described to the player by the
quest giver and then noted down in a journal. The player then had to study the map or follow
written directions in order to find where they needed to go. In certain situations the player had
to do research into a subject matter in the game in order to figure out puzzles related to a
specific quest location. This changed by the time of Oblivion and Skyrim with the
implementation of a quest marker that shows exactly where the quest location is on both the
map and on the compass (see figure 30-31). Skyrim took a step further and implemented a
geometrical marker that appears in the game world once the player gets close to an objective
(see figure 30). This therefore removed the need for player knowledge of where certain
locations are previous to or during a quest. The player only has to follow where the quest
marker points.
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Fig 30. Quest marker from Skyrim telling players to walk through a door. Notice the marker on both the
compass and in the geometrical game space.

Fig 31. Quest marker from Oblivion telling players that the quest objective is in the same room and in
front of them. Notice the marker on the compass but the lack of a marker in the geometrical world.

4.1.4 Cursor- and move based interfaces

Arena and Daggerfall feature HUDs referred to by Daggerfall as “cursor based interfaces”
where the player uses a cursor on the screen to control the movement of the character, the
rotation of the camera and other actions such as fighting, spellcasting and interacting with
other objects in the game space (see figure 32). This is the only option for the player in Arena.
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Daggerfall also gives the player the option of using a “move based interface” where the
graphical buttons in the cursor based interface are removed to give the player a fullscreen
view of the game space. This also means that players must use their physical interface of
choice (in this instance keyboard and mouse) to perform the actions that were available in the
cursor based interface (see figure 33). The rest of the games in the series only feature
variations of the move based interface.

Fig 32. The “cursor based interface” of Arena.

Fig 33. The “move based interface” of Daggerfall.

4.1.5 Contextual action indication

With the removal of the cursor-based interface seen in the previous subsection, the games start
to utilise another method for communicating player actions to players. As mentioned in
subsection 4.1.2, the latter games provide instructions for how the player may perform certain
contextual actions in the geometrical game space. While no specific actions are mentioned in
Morrowind (the only indication for players is whether or not are close enough to interact with
an object), Oblivion trades its crosshair with an icon (unique to a specific action) when the
player performs that action via an interact input (see figure 34-37), similar to Morrowind.
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Fig 34. The contextual action icon for picking up items in Oblivion.

Fig 35. Red versions of the standard set of icons are used for illegal actions, such as stealing.

Fig 36. The icon used to indicate that the player can speak with an important character.

Fig 37. The icon which is used when the player is close enough to a door to open it.

Skyrim takes this one step further by spelling out player actions through text, forgoing the use
of any icons (see figure 38-40).

Fig 38. The “Talk” indicator from Skyrim. Appears when close to an NPC. Note that Skyrim does not
differentiate between important and unimportant characters, as it did in Oblivion.
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Fig 39. The “Unlock” indicator. Appears when close to a locked door or container.

Fig 40. Once again, red is used to indicate whether an action is illegal or not, such as stealing a tomato
from the local general store.

4.1.6 Weapon status indication

Arena and Daggerfall did not have any sort of system in place to show players just what kind
of items they had equipped without them having to go into their inventory to check. The only
feasible way players had was to unsheathe their weapon and check what the character was
holding, but due to the limiting graphics of its time, an early game dagger looked exactly the
same as a late game one, players had to go into the inventory to be sure.

Morrowind changed that by having designated weapons and magic icons that displayed what
spells and weapons you had equipped at the time (see figure 41). The icons also showed how
much durability was left on a weapon or how many charges were left on an enchanted item.
This was done with a small red bar at the bottom of each icon.

Fig 41. The Weapons and magic icons of Morrowind. Note the red bars under each icon representing the
weapon’s durability and the magic spell’s chance to hit.
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Oblivion retained the weapon and spell icons from its predecessor but it however removed the
bars under each icon (see figure 42-43). The game displays durability instead by changing the
opacity on the icon itself. If the weapon durability is below 50 percent, the opacity of said
weapon also turns slightly see-through. Once the weapon breaks, a non-diegetic pop-up text
tells the player that the weapon broke and the weapon itself automatically gets unequipped.

Fig 42. The weapon and magic icons of Oblivion. Note the blue orb on the weapon indicating that the item
is enchanted. The amount of charges on an enchanted item is not displayed on the HUD.

Fig 43. The same weapon icon but the weapon durability is now below 50 percent. Note the opacity change
of the repaired sword in figure 42 and the used sword in this figure.

Skyrim changed the system by removing durability as a mechanic entirely. The game also
removed the weapon and magic icons from the HUD as well. The only status information that
is left on the HUD is the amount of charges left on your enchanted items. This has now been
given its own grey bar that appears above the stamina bar whenever an enchanted item is used
(see figure 44).

Fig 44. The charge meter for an enchanted item in Skyrim.

4.1.7 Attribute bars

Save for trading the colours between health and fatigue/stamina in Morrowind, the method for
showing players their character’s health, magicka and fatigue/stamina has been nearly
identical in all of the games (see figure 45-48). Arena and Daggerfall featured the bars placed
close to each other vertically, while Morrowind and Oblivion stacked the bars on top of each
other and changed the order of the bars from the previous games. In Skyrim however, the bars
will only appear when necessary and disappear when the player is not performing or being
subjected to actions related to these attribute bars (see figure 49). The placement has also
changed, with each bar placed on a horizontal line in the bottom of the screen.
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Fig 45. The health, fatigue and spell point (magicka) bars in Arena.

Fig 46. The health, fatigue and magicka bars used for the cursor-based interface in Daggerfall. The
view-based interface’s status bars are similarly formatted.

Fig 47. The health, fatigue and magicka bars in Morrowind. Note the change in how the bars are
organised.

Fig 48. The health, fatigue and magicka bars in Oblivion.

Fig 49. The Status indicators of Skyrim. Note how the Health and Stamina bars are active but the mana
bar that would usually appear to the left of the health bar isn’t present due to the player not using any
spells at the moment.

In Daggerfall, Morrowind and Oblivion, whenever the player is below the surface of a body
of water, an emphatic bar will appear telling them how much time they have until the
character runs out of breath and they start taking damage (see figure 50-51). However, Skyrim
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does not emphasise this to players at all and will only notify them that they are in danger once
they are out of breath and are taking damage, where meta-perception elements are used to
indicate this, similar to normal damage.

Fig 50. The breath meter in Morrowind.

Fig 51. The breath meter in Oblivion.

4.1.8 Active effects

Throughout the series, there have been different ways of indicating to the player visually what
active effects the player character is under. While active effects cover everything from
diseases to divine blessings, what is of interest here is how each game has shown that the
player is under the effect of a spell. Arena did this by changing the colour of the character
portrait (see figure 52-53).

Fig 52. The default player character portrait.

Fig 53. The portrait background used when under the effect of the invisibility spell. Note the slight change
in hue of the original background.
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Daggerfall features overlaid icons in the top-left corner of the screen that show the player
what spells they are affected by (see figure 54). This trend exists in the two following games,
Morrowind and Oblivion, with slight alterations of the original implementation in Daggerfall.
The design in Morrowind is the most different of the three (see figure 55, with the one found
in Oblivion appearing much like the design in Daggerfall. Oblivion also features a bar for
each depicted spell effect, which emphasises the remaining duration of the effect to the player
(see figure 56).

Fig 54. Spell effect symbols in Daggerfall. Starts to flash before the effect wears off.

Fig 55. The list used for spell effect indication in Morrowind. As more effects are added, the list grows
horizontally.

Fig 56. A spell effect indicator as seen in Oblivion. As more are added on the screen, they appear as a
vertical line. Note the bar above the symbol which emphasises how much time is left until the effect wears
off.

Skyrim does not continue the trend seen in the earlier games and does not use any overlaid
GUI elements to communicate the status of spell effects to the player. Instead, Skyrim relies
solely on diegetic special effects which are shown on the player character for as long as the
spell effect is active (see figure 57-58). Should the player want to know the exact time left,
they can find this in the active effects tab in the magic menu. Much like the design in
Morrowind, the player does not get any indication that the effect is about to cease until it has
worn off completely.
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Fig 57. The player character’s right arm in Skyrim.

Fig 58. The player character’s right arm, under the influence of the oakflesh spell in Skyrim. This is all the
indication the player will have outside of menus that the spell is active until it wears off without any prior
warning.

4.2 Deus Ex

As with the previous section on results from observing The Elder Scrolls, the following
subsections contain examples of GUI elements from the Deus Ex games which have evolved
substantially and/or are relevant to the discussion section which follows.

4.2.1 Navigation

There have been a few designs for helping the player navigate the geometrical game spaces of
the Deus Ex series leading up to 2011. In Deus Ex, a compass is placed in the top-left corner
of the screen, beneath the GUI elements representing the player’s health and bioenergy
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attributes (see figure 59). It has the cardinal and intercardinal directions marked out with lines
and letters while the secondary intercardinal directions are only shown using lines.

Fig 59. The compass as seen in Deus Ex. Note the pointer in the middle of the middle of the compass,
which shows the exact direction the player is facing.

Invisible War also features a compass, this time placed in the centre-top of the screen and
rendered in three dimensions (see figure 60). In comparison to the design seen in Deus Ex,
this one lacks any secondary intercardinal directional markings and only uses letters to mark
out the cardinal and intercardinal directions.

Fig 60. The compass design used in Invisible War. Note the lack of secondary intercardinal directional
markings.

Human Revolution forgoes the use of a compass and uses a minimap instead which has many
functions beside navigation. What is important for this subsection is that it depicts where any
currently selected mission objectives are located in relation to the player character (uses the
same GUI element as the quest marker), the locations of non-player characters or entities and
whether these are friendly, neutral or hostile towards the player. It can also be upgraded to
depict the fields of view for non-player characters as well as show a broader area of the
player’s surroundings. No cardinal directions are marked on the minimap. Because the
content depicted in the minimap rotates with the player so that they are always facing
forwards on the minimap, it cannot be used as a compass.

Fig 61. The minimap as seen in Human Revolution. Note the icons quest marker and allied entities
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4.2.2 Tutorials and instructions

Deus Ex contains a tutorial which is separate from its main game mode that contains the
game’s narrative. While this mode goes beyond the subject of this thesis, one aspect of it
which is worth touching upon is the “infolink” interface, which is used throughout the series
using different designs. While this is mainly an analogue for traditional subtitles, used
whenever a character is talking to the player character over a communications signal, it also
acts as a way for the game to write out the game’s actions and controls on the screen, while
they are also read out loud by the game’s characters (see figure 62).

Fig 62. The infolink interface in Deus Ex. While mainly used as a way to transcribe what characters are
saying to the player character over the communications signal, it arguably functions as a readable source
for the game’s concepts, controls, and player actions which are tied to them.

The menus of Deus Ex also contain information windows which are there to tell the player
about important aspects of whatever menu element they are dealing with (see figure 63).
However, these are sometimes mixed with flavour text that has nothing to do with the actual
mechanics of the game (see figure 64).
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Fig 63. By selecting the left arm in the health menu of Deus Ex, the player is given an explanation of how
damage to the player character’s left arm will affect the player’s abilities in the game system. Also note the
“heal” window, which informs the player how to heal individual limbs.
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Fig 64. A similar example to the one shown in Fig 63, though this one features fictional instructions for
what the player character should do when heavily injured. These instructions are not represented by the
rules of the game system.

Invisible War does not feature a tutorial mode and utilises instruction messages that pause the
rest of the game instead (see figure 65). These can be one or more pages, which the player can
browse through by pressing buttons in the GUI or using inputs which are mentioned in the
interface. Each instruction window covers one specific subject.
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Fig 65. The instruction window used in Invisible War.

Invisible War also includes information about elements in the player menus, much like the
original Deus Ex, but not to the same extent (see figure 66). Compared to the previous game’s
menus, Invisible War’s now feature input instructions for the player. A variation of these also
appears when the player is traversing the geometrical game space (see figure 67).

Fig 66. The inventory menu in Invisible War. It tells the player how to interact with the GUI, as well as
what the currently viewed object is and does.
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Fig 67. When standing in front of an interactable object in the geometrical game space like the pictured
elevator numpad, Invisible War instructs the player about which input they must use to activate the
elevator.

Human Revolution also features a version of the instruction window seen in Invisible War, but
with added audiovisual elements (see figure 68). What is of interest to this thesis is the
addition of videos which provide the player with an in-game example of the action or concept
explained in the instruction window. The player is given the option of viewing each tutorial,
an option which is advertised by the game contextually (see figure 69).

Fig 68. An instruction message from Human Revolution. Note the instructional video, which shows an
in-game example of the subject covered by the message.
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Fig 69. The player is given the option of viewing the instruction message.

The menus in Human Revolution are similar to those in Invisible War in how they give the
player instructions about how to interact with the GUI elements in the menus (see figure
70-71). It will give the player input instructions contextually. Like in Invisible War, these
input instructions also appear when the player is traversing the geometrical game space (see
figure 72).

Fig 70. The player is moving an item in the inventory menu of Human Revolution. Note the input
instructions given in the bottom-left quadrant of the image.
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Fig 71. The map menu in Human Revolution. Note input instructions in the bottom half of the image.

Fig 72. When taking cover behind a wall, the game instructs the player about which input they must
perform for the player character to circle around the corner.

4.2.3 Contextual action indication

As mentioned in the previous subsection, Invisible War instructs the player about what input
they need to use in order to perform contextual actions. This is thus also a way for the game to
indicate what action the player will perform when the input is performed (see figure 73-74),
something that was not indicated in the HUD of Deus Ex. The possible actions are indicated
using text.

Fig 73. Text used when the player can pick up an object.
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Fig 74. Text used when the player can use a known keycode on a keypad.

Human Revolution uses text for certain contextual actions (see figure 75-76), while also using
icons for others (see figure 77). Icons and text are never used together to reinforce what action
will be performed. That is to say, the text displayed will either say what a button press leads to
or if the player has to press or hold said button, the game will never display both at the same
time. Instead, it will use an icon to display the action while showing instructions in text (see
figure 77).

Fig 75. The “Use” text is used whenever players can interact with an object, such as a datapad.

Fig 76. The “Move” text is used whenever players can carry and move objects, such as boxes.

Fig 77. Icons used when players may perform melee takedowns.

4.2.4 Quest markers

In Deus Ex and Invisible War there are no quest markers that specifically tell the player where
the next objective is. The only way to know where to go is by utilising maps given to the
player by NPCs or by following directions relating to said objective in the player’s journal.
Players have to combine all the information given to them through the different sources in the
game to find where their next objective is.
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In Human Revolution however, that is changed by adding a quest marker that is displayed on
the player’s Minimap as well as a geometrical arrow displayed in the game world. A quest
marker is also displayed on the player’s full scale map. The player has access to the map of
the world at all times rather than the map being given to the player if the player interacts with
the right NPCs.

Fig 78. The Quest markers of Human Revolution. Note the marker on the minimap as well as the marker
in the geometrical game space pointing the player in the direction of the objective.

4.2.5 Weapon status indication

All of the Deus Ex games have indicators showing players which weapons they have
equipped and how much ammo remains for the specific weapon. While Deus Ex and Human
Revolution both show exact ammunition numbers on the HUD, Invisible War instead has a
visualisation of how much ammunition is left by using a bar that is either filled if the gun is
reloaded or empty if the gun is out of ammunition.

Fig 79.  Weapon status icon from Deus Ex
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Fig 80. Weapon status icons from Human Revolution. Note that it also tracks the ammunition for your
equipped throwable

Fig 81. Weapon status icon from Invisible War. Note the very thin discolouration on the top weapon in the
picture indicating that weapon is equipped.

Invisible War’s weapons have alternate fire modes that when a secondary fire button is
pressed, the weapons performs a unique new action specific to that weapon, this function is
activated by pressing a hotkey button on your keyboard or mouse. Human Revolution also has
certain weapons with alternate fire modes but in this game there is an icon showing the player
if the alternate fire mode is on or not. It also tells the player what button to push to turn the
function on or off.

Fig 82. The alternate fire mode selection indicator from Human Revolution turned off.
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Fig 83. The alternate fire mode selection indicator from Human Revolution turned on.

4.2.6 Attribute bars

In the Deus Ex series there are two status bars that are of great importance to players. Their
current health and their bio-energy. The bio-energy is used to power up a player’s different
abilities in the game and can be compared to mana or stamina from The Elder Scrolls series.

In Deus Ex, the health bar is represented with a picture of the player character’s body. The
body is separated into five different parts of the body: The legs, arms, head and torso. Each
body part has its separate bar that, when depleted, either hinders the player or kills them
depending on what body part was lost. On the HUD, the different body parts go from a green
colour to red and then disappear completely once enough damage is sustained. There are no
numbers displaying how much health the player has exactly and that information can only be
seen in the “health” section of the player stats menu.

Invisible War and Human Revolution both change to a more conventional health bar that ticks
down whenever the player takes damage and eventually kills the player if it runs out. Invisible
War keeps to a non-numeric representation of the players health while Human Revolution
adds a numeric representation next to the bar to give the player exact information about their
health.

Interesting to note about the Bio-energy in each game is that none of the games ever show an
exact number of how much energy you have left on the HUD. In Deus Ex it is represented as
a simple green bar next to the health that ticks down whenever an augmentation is in use. The
same goes for Invisible War and its blue bar and Human Revolution and its blue batteries (The
blue batteries are stringed together to form an energy bar, see figure 85). The only game that
shows the exact numbers is Deus Ex but only in the “Augmentation” sub-section in the stats
menu.

Fig 84. Health and bio-energy indicators from Deus Ex, Note the picture of the player character’s body
representing the player’s health.
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Fig 85. Health and bio-energy indicators from Human Revolution. Note the number indicator next to the
health bar.

Fig 86. Health and bio-energy indicators from Invisible War.

4.2.7 Active effects

Deus Ex features a lot of different GUI elements for telling the player about any active effects
which are acting upon the player character at any time. Augmentations and their
corresponding inputs are always shown in the top-right corner and will light up for as long as
they are activated by the player (see figure 87-88). The same “bar” which contains the
augmentations also features any consumable equipment used by the player, such as hazmat
suits, camouflage etc (see figure 87). These are shown with a coloured bar which shrinks as
time runs out. This is not needed for the augmentations, as they may stay on until players run
out of their bioenergy resource (see subsection 4.2.6). The game will also, at times, show
what kind of damage the player character is subjected to (see figure 89-90). If the player is
protected against the damage type, another icon is shown to communicate how much of the
damage taken is “absorbed” (see figure 89).

Fig 87. An augmentation that has not been activated by the player in Deus Ex. Note the second icon which
is there to show the player that they are protected by a hazmat suit, as well as for how long it will last.
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Fig 88. An activated augmentation. Note that the icon lights up when the augmentation is activated. It will
stay like this until it is deactivated by the player or if the required resource is lacking.

Fig 89). A radioactivity symbol is shown when the player character is taking damage from radioactive
objects. The “25% ABSORB” HUD element tells the player how much of the damage they are taking is
being reduced because of an augmentation or hazmat suit.

Fig 90. An icon used when the player is taking damage from fire.

Invisible War functions similarly, albeit not identically, to the designs in Deus Ex. Instead of
lighting up statically, augmentations can be in one out of three “modes” (see figure 91):
unactivated, player activated, and passively activated. These modes are shown differently by
the augmentation icons. Damage types are still represented by icons when relevant (see figure
92-93).

Fig 91. An augmentation icon in Invisible War. Static when unactivated; quickly pulsing when activated;
and slowly pulsing when passively activated.

Fig 92. Icon shown when the player takes fall damage.
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Fig 93. Icon shown when the player takes damage from fire.

Human Revolution does not show all augmentations at all times as the previous games. The
only ones that are visible at all times are the active augmentations which, once again, pulsate
when activated (see figure 94-95). Passive augmentations are only shown in the HUD when
they have been activated (see figure 96). Icons for specific damage types are not used as in
Deus Ex and Invisible War.

Fig 94. The active augmentation HUD element in Human Revolution. One out of four augmentations have
been unlocked by the player. It is not activated.

Fig 95. Once activated, the HUD element in figure 94 starts to pulse.

Fig 96. In Human Revolution, passively activated augmentations are not represented in the HUD except
for when they are activated. In this instance the player has jumped, thus activating an augmentation
which enhances jumping.

4.3 Discussion

We will begin this section by reviewing the categories that were introduced previously in the
beginning of section 4: navigation; tutorials; quest markers; cursor- and move-based
interfaces; contextual action indication; weapon status indication; attribute bars; and active
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effects. Afterwards, we will discuss the results from the perspective of the three concepts
introduced in the background section: affordances; emphatic information; and simplification.

4.3.1 The eight categories

● Navigation

In The Elder Scrolls, the navigational tool used in the original games is
enhanced and provides more information to the player than before, which is
clearly seen with the addition of undiscovered and discovered geographic
locations, as well as quest markers, to the compasses that previously only
displayed the cardinal directions. The Deus Ex series starts in a very similar
place, with the first two games using a compass much like the ones seen in the
first two Elder Scrolls games. However, Human Revolution takes quite the
departure from all other observed games by substituting the previous
compasses with a minimap which displays information about where relevant
NPCs are located in relation to the player character while sacrificing the use of
the cardinal directions. Displaying where certain NPCs are in relation to the
player character within the geometrical game space is also done in Skyrim, but
in the compass, keeping the cardinal directions intact while informing players
about hostile NPCs.

● Tutorials

Throughout both series, the use of instructional text has become more
prevalent over time. The precision with which these texts describe the rules of
the games has also increased. Compare more recent entries like Skyrim and
Human Revolution to games like Arena and Deus Ex, where instructions are
mixed with flavour text such as the fictional protocol in Deus Ex that tells
agents to commit suicide if they are crippled in the field which is not a rule of
the game system itself. This text is written in the same window as text
describing the mechanical ramifications of taking damage to certain body
parts. On the other side of the spectrum exists the instructional videos of
Human Revolution which are used together with text to instruct players in how
to perform whatever player action is the focus of the instructional video.

● Quest markers

In the earlier instalments of both game series, the players had to rely on world
knowledge and information given to them by NPC’s in order to know where
they should go. In the later instalments, however, that was replaced by adding a
quest marker that now points in the direction of where the players need to go at
all times. This quest marker appeared on a non-diegetic compass. In the latest
instalments of both series they added a geometrical arrow in the game space
that is supposed to complement the compass arrow so that the players will
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know exactly what they need to interact with when they get close enough to
their objective.

● Cursor- and move based interfaces

The cursor-based interface used for the HUD in Arena and also as one of two
interface designs in Daggerfall provide players with information about many
of the actions that they may perform in the game. This is eventually replaced
completely by what Daggerfall referred to as “move based interfaces” where
the HUD is no longer used as an interface to perform actions as these are
performed exclusively by exterior interfaces such as keyboards and gamepads.
The Deus Ex series has always used a design similar to the move-based
interface of The Elder Scrolls, presumably because the original Deus Ex was
released closer to Morrowind (the first game in The Elder Scrolls series to
forgo the use of a cursor-based interface) than to Daggerfall. This is also the
reason that it was not noted in the section concerning the results of observing
the Deus Ex series.

● Contextual action indication

While the Deus Ex series started using contextual action indication earlier than
The Elder Scrolls, both series ultimately end up using text and/or icons to
emphasise what contextual actions can be performed by players at a time as
well as which key they must input to perform the corresponding action. While
the method used in Skyrim is more consistent, with it only using text for all
contextual interactions, Human Revolution is more selective with its use of
icons, only using them together with text for actions like melee takedowns and
moving between or around cover. Minor actions, such as reading datapads only
use textual prompts.

● Weapon status indication

The Elder Scrolls series displays a general strive of progression towards
displaying more information relating to the equipment the player has. Neither
Arena nor Daggerfall has no HUD elements that show what the player has
equipped above seeing the player character attack with the equipped weapon.
Morrowind adds magic and weapon icons that display not only what the player
has equipped but also their durability or chance to hit. The strive seems to end
by the time of Oblivion. Only the icons are left to display what is equipped and
by the time of Skyrim the icons are removed as well. All information that used
to be in the HUD has now been moved to the inventory screen. Deus Ex and
Human Revolution show a similar weapon status indication by showing the
weapon equipped and the remaining ammunition. Invisible war goes outside of
the norm by removing exact number indication in favor of a more stylized
graphical representation of how much ammunition is left. This was presumably
changed due to ammunition being of great importance to the player in a
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first-person shooter. Not knowing exactly how much ammunition the player
has left before a battle can lead to frustrating moments of running out of
ammunition in the worst possible situations. Ammunition in the form of arrows
was only first displayed with Oblivion in The Elder Scrolls series. Previous to
Oblivion, the players had to open up their inventory to see exactly how much
ammunition they had left.

● Attribute Bars

While The Elder Scrolls is fairly consistent in its use of graphical bars in the
HUD to inform players about character statistics such as health or stamina,
save for the addition of the emphatic use of fading the bars in and out when
they are relevant, the Deus Ex games all try different designs for representing
similar statistics. The original Deus Ex uses a traditional bar for the
representation of the “bio-energy” statistic, but uses a graphic of a human
silhouette to inform the player about the health of each relevant body part. This
was directly tied to the game system, which changes with Invisible War where
one health stat covers the entire health of the player character’s body. Human
Revolution uses designs similar to the bars seen in The Elder Scrolls and
Invisible War, but uses designs which are relevant to the setting of the game
(such as the battery aesthetic of the “bio-energy” bar). In general, the amount
of information shown about these types of statistics have been the same
throughout a majority of the games. Compare this to the oxygen attribute bar in
The Elder Scrolls, which appears in Daggerfall, Morrowind and Oblivion but is
missing in Skyrim without there existing any substitutes in or outside of the
HUD.

● Active Effects

The first three entries of The Elder Scrolls display the active effects in subtle
ways: First by having a small hue change on the background of the player
character portrait in Arena; Then by having a small square that appears to show
that an effect is active and then start to blink when it starts to fade in
Daggerfall; Lastly in Morrowind the squares are replaced by a horizontal list
of icons that all represent what effects are active, the icons disappear without
warning once the duration of the effect wears off. In Oblivion, the icons are
given an overhaul by adding a duration timer above them. In Skyrim however,
the active effect icons are completely removed. The players are forced to look
in their “Magicka” menu in order to see how much time is left on their active
effect. In certain cases, some active effects change the player appearance
slightly, giving the player a diegetic way of knowing that an effect is active or
not. All entries of the Deus Ex series handle active effects similarly by
Showing in a sidebar what types of effects the player has activated and in a
separate bar show their “bio-energy” that starts depleting whenever an
“augmentation” is active.
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4.3.2 Affordances

It can be argued that the cursor-based interfaces of Arena and Daggerfall are examples of
feedback (see subsection 4.1.4) as they give a graphical showcase of most of the actions the
player can perform. The lack of those interface designs mean that the player will have more
responsibility to know the actions available to them via external input devices, however there
arguably exist examples of how there is a lack of affordance feedback present in these games
as well. It is not until Morrowind that the game provides affordance feedback about whether
they can interact with objects in the geometrical game space or not. Skyrim is the first game in
the series that spell player actions out in text to the player when they are available. The
tutorials and instruction messages used to different extents since Daggerfall is also an
example of how the post-cursor-based interface games can alleviate the lack of the affordance
feedback from leaving the old interface design behind, as the player is then taught how to
perform actions that may lack any affordance feedback in the HUD normally.

One thing that Skyrim removed is the weapon and spell indicators featured in Morrowind and
Oblivion. One can argue that these GUI elements are examples of affordance feedback, since
they show the player what equipment and abilities they have equipped at any moment.
However, it is also worth mentioning that there exist diegetic affordance feedback for much of
the different HUD elements that are either added or removed throughout the series, including
the weapon and spell indicators. This may be a reason why it was decided to remove the
elements from the HUD. Ultimately, we have shown that the series has evolved to show more
affordance feedback through its non-diegetic GUI elements. Elements that the player would
want to see more of are emphasised and simplification is made for the sake of being more user
friendly. The HUD elements that do not have to be on screen at all times are given less
priority and are either shown to the player in a diegetic way or removed from the HUD
completely and are instead shown in a separate stats menu.

Similarly to The Elder Scrolls, the Deus Ex games have evolved to show more precise
information about what actions the player can perform in the world and when. Starting off
with the interaction boxes in Deus Ex, which is similar to Morrowind which show that
interaction is possible when in proximity but not what kind of interaction will take place, to
Invisible War and Human Revolution which, like Skyrim, tell the player exactly what will
happen when they interact with an object. Interestingly, the Deus Ex series reached the point
of using text to provide affordance feedback about contextual player actions earlier than The
Elder Scrolls, as the design in Oblivion utilises contextual icons rather than text. In terms of
tutorials, by 2011 with the releases of Skyrim and Human Revolution, both series had reached
a similar point as both games use instruction messages to inform the player about
metaphysical information. Before that, The Elder Scrolls had started using these prior to the
release of the first Deus Ex, with Invisible War being the first entry in its series to transition
over to that format for its instructions. Save for the addition of video examples in Human
Revolution, the type of information provided graphically via the elements is also the same in
Skyrim.
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4.3.3 Emphatic information

One of the more obvious additions to The Elder Scrolls series, starting with Oblivion, are the
quest and objective markers which emphasise where the player must go in the geometrical
game space. Similarly, this appears in the Deus Ex series entry: Human Revolution. While
slightly different in terms of what information is shown through these (whether the objective
is in the same area as the player or not in Oblivion and Skyrim, or, which elevation level the
objective is on relative to the player in Human Revolution), they ultimately fulfill similar
goals - emphasising where a mission or quest objective is located in the geometrical game
space. A difference introduced by Human Revolution is the lack of a compass, a type of HUD
element featured in all other games observed. While quest markers became an additional way
for players to navigate geometrical game spaces in relation to their objectives and goals in The
Elder Scrolls, they also removed the need for players to familiarise themselves with their
environment. There is no need for players to know where landmarks or specific places are for
references when navigating the landscape because all they have to do now is follow the
marker and they will end up where they need to be, discouraging exploration. The same can
be said for Human Revolution since the same game mechanic was also implemented in this
entry of the series while also completely removing the compass which was the sole HUD
element used for navigation in the previous Deus Ex games.

Attribute bars, such as health, magicka or bio-energy, are very similar throughout each series
(only showing the exact number of points in each attribute left within menus, if even that),
save for Human Revolution, which has upgraded the previous games’ health bar with the
addition of a number count, placed next to the game’s substitute for a bar, that tells the player
exactly how much health they have at all times. Skyrim only showing the attribute bars
contextually also arguably strengthens their ability to emphasise information to the player
while also clearing up the screen for increased immersion. Deus Ex and Invisible War’s use of
contextual icons to emphasise from what source the player is taking damage from (Fire, acid,
steam etc.) is reminiscent of this, though these GUI elements are not present in Human
Revolution.

While both series feature abilities (augmentations, magic) that require some sort of resource
that is shown on the HUD, implementations between them differ. Throughout the Deus Ex
series, player activated abilities are always shown in the HUD and will emphasise
(de)activation, while the bio-energy bar (or battery icons in Human Revolution) are used as a
way to communicate the time left until an ability is deactivated. The Elder Scrolls games are
not as ubiquitous as the Deus Ex series in this aspect, as they use differing designs for
displaying information. It is also worth noting that the systems The Elder Scrolls uses for
magical abilities differ from those in Deus Ex. Instead of actively draining the player's
magicka bar when abilities are activated, the player pays an upfront cost in order to activate
abilities, while each game uses different methods of communicating the unique duration of
each ability. Most of the games in The Elder Scrolls do not communicate this duration at all,
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while others, specifically Daggerfall and Oblivion, warn the player about “deactivation” in
the former or always show the remaining duration time in the latter.

4.3.4 Simplification

The different designs used by games in The Elder Scrolls to communicate activation and the
duration of magical abilities is arguably an example of simplification, with Skyrim completely
forgoing the use of any HUD elements to do this. While it was mentioned in the previous
subsection that this trend was not featured in Deus Ex regarding the representation of abilities
through the HUD, examples of simplification include the removal of the previous games’
compass and damage type indicators. Another example is arguably the change from the
human silhouette sectioned into different body parts or areas as a representation of health in
Deus Ex to a more common health bar used in Invisible War and Human Revolution, though it
is worth mentioning that this represents a change on a systems design level in addition to the
HUD change. Some of these changes also verge on interface transparency, like the removal of
ability and oxygen HUD indicators during the transition from Oblivion to Skyrim and
compass when transitioning from Invisible War to Human Revolution. However, the severity
of these cases are arguably different, as the removal of one HUD element can be alleviated by
adding another with a slightly similar function, such as the transition from compass to quest
marker. This does however change the player experience as mentioned before with quest
markers substituting exploration and familiarisation of the environment, taking a step towards
simplification.
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5 Conclusion

How does the evolution of the HUDs in The Elder Scrolls and Deus Ex compare? Based on
the data, the HUDs in games like the ones observed become simpler over time while also
more precise at instructing and informing players about the game system and how they may
act towards it. There are common design practices and GUI elements which appear over time
in both series of games, with instructions, tutorials and other forms of guidance such as
quest/mission markers and contextual action indicators becoming more and more prevalent
over time on both sides. However, the degree and magnitude of the progression of this design
evolution differs slightly when comparing the series. Some GUI elements are introduced early
in one series only to be removed in the next entry, while the same kind of element is
introduced years later in the other series. One cannot rule out that some of the games that
were observed were released at different dates which could contribute to the uneven
progression when comparing two series. Further research on a number of other series,
possibly with a wider observed time span, may be necessary in order to find a stronger
pattern.

Over time the HUDs of both series also become more simplified, with certain GUI elements
being removed over time - either because of simpler game systems or possibly to make the
HUDs more accessible to players. This is sometimes done to the point of interface
transparency, as can be seen with examples from Skyrim or Human Revolution, where visual
information about the game system such as player characters' oxygen levels, active abilities,
or direction they are facing in the geometrical game space are lost, sometimes to be
interchanged with another GUI element which serves an adjacent, but not similar, function.
The core point of these changes is to convey the most amount of relevant information into the
smallest space possible in order: firstly, not to overwhelm the player with too much irrelevant
information that the player can access through other means (Stats menu); and secondly, to
make the information given to the player be as simple as possible so as to not confuse them or
misdirect them into thinking certain HUD elements mean or represent the wrong things.

HUD is simplified over time while instructions, tutorials and information about the game is
made more precise and accessible (tutorials put where they are most relevant in game instead
of forcing the player to read a manual to know about some of the basic mechanics). The next
aspect that should be determined is whether this pattern holds up when applied to other titles
and (hypothetical) sequels to the observed games or if this is an occurrence which happened
to exist solely between The Elder Scrolls and Deus Ex series. Discovering that this pattern
appears in other games would be beneficial for researchers that wish to establish a framework
for analysing how HUDs evolve over time in three-dimensional games featuring open worlds.
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As is, this thesis showcases the development patterns and trends of the HUDs in both The
Elder Scrolls and Deus Ex series and can be used as a reference point for future GUI
developers to not only learn more about the design changes but also learn about the
similarities of said changes to more than one series, proving a trend related to when the games
were developed.
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